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ABSTRACT: Complex metal hydrides are one of the most
technologically relevant classes of hydrogen storage materials
because of their huge applications as clean energy alternatives.
In this class of materials, hydrogen-related point defects have
been shown to play a crucial role in catalyzed dehydrogen-
ation. We investigate the effects of environment (viz. finite
temperature, hydrogen partial pressure, and doping) to
understand the thermodynamic stability of point defects as a
function of various charge states at a realistic condition in a
bulk complex metal-hydride, using NaAlH4 as an example.
Our approach employs density-functional theory (DFT)
combined with ab initio atomistic thermodynamics, where
the free energy of formation due to vibration of phonons is duly considered under harmonic approximation. We show that to
understand the thermodynamic stability of various defects and its self-diffusion, the contribution of environmental effect to the
free energy of formation is absolutely indispensable. We further validate that DFT with appropriate exchange and correlation
functionals fails to predict the stable phases even at a moderately low temperature.

■ INTRODUCTION

Complex metal hydrides are a promising class of materials. It is
rapidly expanding with various multifunctionality, having
applications in particular within the field of energy storage.1−5

In past, much attention has been devoted to aluminum-based
hydrides, in particular to alanates (hydridoaluminates).2,3,6,7

These compounds can store a significant amount of hydrogen
and some are also reversible at rather moderate conditions. One
important example is sodium alanate (NaAlH4).

8 Despite very
interesting studies in the past on desorption kinetics in catalyzed
NaAlH4,

9,10 the catalytic effect of metal additives on the kinetics
of hydrogen adsorption/desorption is not well understood at the
microscopic level. It is usually believed that intrinsic point
defects play a decisive role in catalyzing the dehydrogenation in
NaAlH4.

8,11,12 Significant experimental13−17 and theoreti-
cal11,12,18,19 works have been done to understand themechanism
of desorption of hydrogen from doped NaAlH4.
Over the past, substantial efforts have been put forward to

modulate the dissociation temperature, rehydrogenation mech-
anism, and reaction kinetics along with understanding the
process of diffusion and decomposition by substituting Na/Al
with a suitable transition metal (TM) dopant.12,14,16,18,20−23 It is
shown that TM atom has the capability to accommodate a large
number of hydrogen atoms.24−26 This facilitates the softening
and breaking of bond between Al and H, which in turn helps the
release of H2 from NaAlH4.

14 Because the TM atoms drag
hydrogen atoms of the system, it yields various types of H-
related defects. The latter is believed to be the reason for
improved H-storage capacity.14,15

The charged defect in NaAlH4 is a topic that has been studied
in the past.23,27 The observed defects are either Na/Al
substitutional defects by TMs or simple H-related defects (viz.
vacancy or interstitial). However, no quantitative information
has been provided so far to understand which structures/
compositions/defects are stable at what experimental con-
ditions.8,11,23 This is due to the fact that all theoretical
calculations to understand the stability of such defects are
limited to estimation of the formation energies without
consideration of the environmental effects, i.e., neglecting any
influence due to temperature (T) and partial pressure of H2

(pH2
) relevant for the experiment. Note that the properties of

material change drastically under operational environment
especially in an atmosphere of reactive molecules (here H2).

28

Hence, its identification and control is experimentally very
challenging. An indigenous combination of several experimental
tools is mandatory, which is undoubtedly rare. Note that the
formation energy of one isolated defect can be reduced by
several electronvolts, when the defect traps a charge carrier (hole
or electron) that are available in the material. This factor highly
depends on the environmental conditions that is T, pH2

. Thus,
disentangling the relative stability of different types of charged
defects at a given T, pH2

is important. In this situation, it is
therefore important to provide theoretical guidance to the
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experiment regarding thermodynamic stability of different
dopants as a function of charges at a realistic condition.
In this article, our aim is to elucidate the importance of

environmental effects (i.e., T, pH2
) to find the thermodynamic

stability of different defects. Our material of choice is NaAlH4
an important hydrogen storage material and a widely studied
prototypical system.8,16,20,22 We have employed state-of-the-art
methodologies, viz. density-functional theory (DFT)29 and ab
initio atomistic thermodynamics,30,31 to revisit the case of TM
doped complex metal hydrides at a realistic condition. From the
thermodynamic stability of different H related defects (viz.
substitution and interstitial) at a realistic condition, we validate
that the inclusion of the effect of T and pH2

is absolutely
indispensable, where DFT alone quantitatively predicts totally
wrong stable phases even at moderately low temperature. Note
that, aiming toward a better desorption kinetics, various TM
atoms (viz. Cd, Zn, Sc, Ni, Pd, and Ti) are experimentally doped
in past in NaAlH4.

13−16,18,22,32−37 However, a clear microscopic
understanding at the atomistic level to explore a suitable TM
dopant at a realistic condition to modulate the dehydrogenation
kinetics is lacking. Here, we also provide a thorough procedure
to identify the most suitable dopants that may be more effective
for a better desorption kinetics in NaAlH4.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The DFT calculations are performed using FHI-aims, which is
an all-electron code that uses numeric-atom-centered basis set.38

The supercell size of the model structure of NaAlH4 has been
kept on increasing until the single defect state becomes fully
localized. Our converged supercell contains 96 atoms (i.e.,
Na16Al16H64). All the structures were fully relaxed up to 0.01
meV/Å force minimization using the Broyden−Fletcher−
Goldfarb−Shanno algorithm under periodic boundary con-
ditions. The total energy tolerance is set at 0.001 meV. The k-
mesh was converged and kept fixed at 8 × 8 × 8 k-mesh size. All
the calculations are done using tight/tier2-settings as
implemented in FHI-aims.38 It has been shown already that
generalized gradient approximation yields accurate results for
this class of materials.23,27,39 Thus, we have used Perdew−
Burke−Ernzerhof40 functional for the treatment of exchange
and correlations (ϵxc). Because this material operates at finite
temperature (∼300−350 K), the environmental effect is
included in the expression of total DFT energy by adding the
free energy of formation due to lattice vibrations. The energy of
phonons is calculated within the harmonic approximation using

the Phonopy code41 for the postprocessing of the harmonic
force constants generated by the finite displacement method.
The configurational entropy term due to rearrangement of
defects is also taken care of as in ref 42.

■ RESULTS
Formation Energy of Hydrogen-Related Defects. As a

first step, the Gibbs free energy of formation (ΔG(T,pH2
)) of H-

related defects [i.e., hydrogen-vacancy (VH) and hydrogen-
interstitial (IH) defects in 96-atom supercell] in NaAlH4 is
calculated using the following formula:30,43,44

G T p E T x T p q( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( VBM )H f H H e2 2
μ μΔ = Δ − + + + Δ

(1)

where ΔEf is the difference in the free energies of defected
supercell and pristine supercell. It is equal to [E(Na16Al16H65)]

q

− [E(Na16Al 1 6H64)]
0 for [ IH]

q defec t , whereas
[E(Na16Al16H63)]

q − [E(Na16Al16H64)]
0 for [VH]

q defect.
Here, total DFT energy is added with the free energy of
vibrations estimated from Phonopy at a given T. The value of x
depends on the type of defect. It takes a positive value if atoms
are added to the system and a negative value for atoms being
removed from the system. Therefore, here, it is equal to +1 for
[IH]

q defects and −1 for [VH]
q defects. q is the number of

electrons added or removed from the system. If an electron is
removed from the system it is +1, whereas if an electron is added,
it is −1. μe is the chemical potential of electron with respect to
the valence band maximum (VBM) and Δ is the difference in
core levels of defected and pristine neutral supercells. μH is the
chemical potential of hydrogen atom. μH can be computed as 1/
2μH2

, where the latter is calculated as [see details of this
methodology in ref 30]
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Here, T, pH2
, kB, h, and νHH are respectively the temperature,

partial pressure of hydrogen, Boltzmann constant, Planck

Figure 1. Phase diagram at (a) T = 0 K and (b) T = 300 K showing the Gibbs free energy of formation (ΔG(T,pH2
)) of hydrogen-related charged

defects as a function of μe at pH2
= 1 atm. μe

int represents the value of intrinsic μe.
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constant, and zero point frequency of vibration of H2 molecule.
m and I are respectively the mass and moment of inertia of the
molecule. J and σ denote spin and symmetry of the molecule,
respectively.
Now, μH2

should be defined with respect to some reference.

Here, our μref is E (H ) hDFT
2 2

HH+ ν . The latter term is called the

zero-point energy of H2. Therefore, ΔμH2
can be written as
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Note that if ΔμH2
is set to zero and on neglecting the

vibrational free energy contribution in the eqs 1 and 2, this will
yield the same results as shown by Peles and Van de Walle.23

However, in order to comment on the stability of different H-
related defects at realistic environmental conditions, it is
necessary to take the effect of T and pH2

into eqs 1 and 2. On
doing so, we obtain totally different results. In Figure 1,
ΔG(T,pH2

) is shown as a function of μe for various H-related
defects (viz. H-vacancy [VH]

q and H-interstitial [IH]
q) in

NaAlH4 at two different conditions. In Figure 1a, while
estimating ΔG(T,pH2

) only DFT energetics are considered,

whereas in Figure 1b, the effect of T and pH2
is included by

adding the DFT energetics with the free energy contribution due
to lattice vibration at T = 300 K and pH2

= 1 atm. We find from
Figure 1a that at 0 K (i.e., DFT energetics only), for μe
positioned near conduction band minimum (CBm), [IH]

−1 is
the predominant defect state having minimum ΔG(T,pH2

).

However, if we do the same analysis at T = 300 K and pH2
= 1

atm, we find two competing defects viz. [IH]
−1 and [VH]

−1,
having same ΔG(T,pH2

) (see Figure 1b). Therefore, in order to

visualize the effect of T and pH2
simultaneously, we have shown

three-dimensional (3D) phase diagrams (see Figure 2) at
various T (viz. 50, 200, 300, and 400 K) and pH2

range from 10−5

to 1 atm. Here, on x-axis ΔμH is varied in accordance with the
corresponding T and pH2

. On y-axis μe is varied from VBM to

CBm of NaAlH4. On z-axis the negative ΔG(T,pH2
) values are

plotted so that only the most stable phases are visible from the
top. We find from Figure 2 that on further increasing T, at μe ≥
3.8 for all the values of the considered range of pH2

, instead of
[IH]

−1, [VH]
−1 becomes the most stable defect having minimum

ΔG(T,pH2
). Therefore, this finding validates that consideration

of the environmental effect is absolutely important for this class
of materials. DFT even with appropriate ϵxc functionals fails to
predict the stable phases of NaAlH4 at a finite T and pH2

.
Concentration of Hydrogen-Related Defects. In order

to ensure the validity of our above analysis, we estimate the
concentration of different defects with varying T at a constant
pH2

= 1 atm. For a large size of supercell such that the interaction
among defects is negligible, the defects should follow Fermi
Dirac statistics.43,45 Let us assume that N is the total number of

all possible defect sites in the lattice, and Nn and Np are the total
number of type-n and type-p defects with ΔGn and ΔGp as the
Gibbs free energy of formation, respectively. Therefore, we can
write
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Combining the above two coupled equations, we get
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Expressing this in the form of N, we calculate the
concentration (Cn) of type-n defects as follows:
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Figure 3 represents the concentration of various H-related
defects in NaAlH4 plotted as a function ofT at pH2

= 1 atm and μe
is at CBm. We see that at about 300 K the defect state with the
highest concentration value switches from [IH]

− to [VH]
−. At

lower temperatures, [IH]
− has the maximum defect concen-

tration, whereas later on increasing T, [VH]
− slowly starts

dominating over [IH]
−. This further quantitatively validates the

Figure 2. 3D phase diagram showing the stable phases (with minimum
ΔG(T,pH2

)) of hydrogen-related charged defects as a function of μe and
ΔμH at different temperatures: (a)T = 50 K, (b)T = 200 K, (c) T = 300
K, and (d)T = 400 K. On x-axis,ΔμH is varied in accordance withT and
pH2

conditions, while on y-axis μe is varied from VBM to CBm. Colored
surfaces are the projections of the stable phases having minimum
ΔG(T,pH2

) at those environmental conditions.
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initial analysis (discussed previously) on the thermodynamic
stability of various H-related defects at a realistic condition.
From here, we can conclude that in order to capture the most
favorable intrinsic defect states inmetal hydrides, one should not
rely only onDFT energetics.a Inclusion of environmental effects
to the free energy of formation is very crucial and cannot be
neglected even at a moderately low temperature.
TM Dopants in NaAlH4 for a Better Desorption

Kinetics. The reason of low reaction kinetics and high
dissociation temperature of NaAlH4 is the strong covalent
bonds between Al and H atoms. TM atoms, when doped in
NaAlH4, are believed to enhance the reaction kinetics as well as
lowering the dissociation temperatures. However, this depends
on three of the basic factors to justify if the chosen TM dopant is
capable to modulate the desorption kinetics or not. First, this is
due to the presence of unfilled d-orbitals which can
accommodate electrons from the nearby H-atoms of the
[AlH4]

− complex. It is therefore important to analyze the effect
of different TM dopants to distort the bond lengths between Al
and H atoms in the [AlH4]

− complex. Note that, to have a
lowered desorption temperature, the TM−H bond strength
should also not be strong enough so that the H atoms just shift
their position from Al to TM. Second, the thermodynamic
stability of the TM dopants in amaterial at a realistic condition is
also an important factor to determine if doping with the
concerned TM is at all possible or not at a given experimental
condition. This also gives us an idea regarding the dopant’s
preferred lattice site and charge state. This is achieved by
calculating the ΔG(T,pH2

) for different dopants as a function of
μe. The configuration corresponding to the minimum value of
ΔG(T,pH2

) is considered to be the most stable configuration.
Finally, it is believed that the mechanism of dehydrogenation
from NaAlH4 involves self-diffusion of various intrinsic defects,
for example [IH]

q and [VH]
q.12,16,23 It is therefore obvious that if

a defect has higher concentration in a material, it diffuses more
through the material. Therefore, by addition of a TM dopant,
one has to estimate the change in ΔG(T,pH2

) of those intrinsic

H-related defects. If ΔG(T,pH2
) is reduced further on doping,

this will lead to increase the concentration of the respective
defects as well, thereby a better desorption is expected and vice
versa. Taking all these three factors in account in the next
section, we have tried to understand the most suitable TM
dopant in NaAlH4 for a better desorption kinetics.

Structural Distortion Created by TM Dopants. On
doping with a TM atom, we have noticed the elongation of Al−
H bond in the [AlH4]

− complex in NaAlH4. The TM atoms,
with unfilled or partially filled d-orbitals, have the tendency to
share electrons from the neighboring H-atoms, which in turn
weakens the Al−H bond via Kubas-type interaction.24,26,46

Thus, apparently, doping NaAlH4 by TMs may ease the release
of hydrogen from the material. However, for the case of Zn and
Cd doping, substituted at the Na-site, there is no significant
interaction between the dopant atom and the neighboring H
atoms. Thus, in both the cases, the [AlH4]

− tetrahedron remains
totally undistorted. This situation is not much different when Zn
or Cd is doped at the Al site. This behavior of Zn and Cdmay be
attributed to the fully filled d-orbitals. Note that the equilibrium
Al−H bond-length in [AlH4]

− is 1.64 Å. Therefore, the
structural distortion of [AlH4]

− tetrahedron for better
desorption highly depends on the electronic structure of the
doped TM atoms. In Figure 4, we have shown the bond

elongations when Ti is doped at the Na/Al site in NaAlH4. In
Table 1, we provide all such structural details to establish that Sc,
Ti, andNi TMs aremore capable to distort the [AlH4]

− complex
than Zn, Cd, and Pd TMs.

Formation Energy of TM Dopants. Next, we substitute
various TM atoms (viz. Cd, Zn, Sc, Ni, Pd, Ti) separately either
at Na or Al site in the supercell of NaAlH4 (i.e., Na16Al16H64) to
estimate its Gibbs free energy of formation [ΔG(TMNa/Al)]

q as a
function of different charge state q. This is expressed by the
following two equations:

Figure 3. Logarithm of concentration (in %) of H-related charged
defects plotted as a function of T. The value on y-axis 2 corresponds to
100% concentration of a particular defect in the supercell. pH2

is fixed at
1 atm and μe is set at the CBm. For T < 300 K, the concentration of
[IH]

−1 is ∼100%, whereas for T > 300 K the concentration of [VH]
−1 is

∼100%.

Figure 4. Ti−H and Al−H bonds in Ti-doped NaAlH4. (a) TiNa
configuration and (b) TiAl configuration.

Table 1. Table of Bond Lengths for the Bonds between Al and
H as well as for the Bonds between TM and H after Doping

bond length (Å)

type of dopants Al−H TM−H
CdAl 1.65 1.79
CdNa 1.65 2.46a

ZnAl 1.65 1.62
ZnNa 1.65 2.40a

ScAl 1.65 1.92
ScNa 1.70 2.09
NiAl 1.81 1.51
NiNa 1.72 1.75
PdAl 1.65 1.63
PdNa 1.72 1.86
TiAl 1.79 1.84
TiNa 1.69 1.94

aNo bond is formed with the neighboring H-atoms. The numbers
correspond to the distance between TM atom and the nearest H-
atom.
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Figure 5. Formation energy of TM (Cd, Zn, Sc, Ni, Pd, Ti)-substituted NaAlH4 as a function of μe at various electronic charge states q (−2,−1, 0, +1,
+2). [TMAl]

q and [TMNa]
q denote TM atom substituted at the position of Al or Na, respectively, with charge q. The colored regions represent the

respective most stable defect states having minimum Ef as a function of μe. The vertical lines are drawn to highlight the position of μe (Fermi-level), at
which thermodynamic transition between negative and positive charges takes place. Red colored line represents the position of Fermi-level for
[TMAl]

+1 → [TMAl]
−1 transition, whereas blue colored line represents the same for [TMNa]

+1 → [TMNa]
−1.
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G E
E

E E q

(TM ) (Na Al H TM)
(Na Al H )

(Na) (TM) ( VBM )

q q
Na 15 16 64

16 16 64
0

DFT DFT
eμ

[Δ ] = [ ]
− [ ]

+ − + + + Δ (7)

G E
E

E E q

(TM ) (Na Al H TM)
(Na Al H )

(Al) (TM) ( VBM )

q q
Al 16 15 64

16 16 64
0

DFT DFT
eμ

[Δ ] = [ ]
− [ ]

+ − + + + Δ (8)

Here, [E(Na15Al16H64TM)]q and [E(Na16Al15H64TM)]q are
free energies of the supercell TMNa15Al16H64 and
TMNa16Al15H64 at a charge state q. [E(Na16Al16H64)]

0 is the
free energy of the neutral pristine supercell Na16Al16H64. μe is the
chemical potential referenced with respect to VBM.Δ is the core
alignment between the neutral pristine supercell and the one
with charged defect. The total energies of single Na-atom
[EDFT(Na)], Al-atom [EDFT(Al)] and TM-atoms [EDFT(TM)]
are taken from the energies of their respective bulk forms.
In Figure 5, we show the formation energy of various charged

defects (i.e., TM substitution either at Na (TMNa) or Al (TMAl)
site). This illustrates the type of charged dopants to be stable in
NaAlH4. The enhanced stability of a specific q value for the case
of a specific [TMNa]

q or [TMAl]
q configuration can be explained

on the basis of electronic structure of the respective TM atoms.
Note that the electronic configuration of cadmium (Cd) is
[Kr]4d105s2. Because of the presence of the full filled d-orbital,
apparently it has one electron more than Na in the valence shell.
Thus, CdNa is expected to act as a donor level and can be stable
either in [CdNa]

0 or in [CdNa]
+1 charge state. On the other hand,

Cd-atom has one valence electron less than Al-atom. Therefore,
CdAl is expected to act as an acceptor level and can be stable
either in [CdAl]

0 or in [CdAl]
−1 charge state (see Figure 5). The

same explanation holds for zinc (Zn) doping (electronic
configuration [Ar]3d104s2) as well. Therefore, the substitution
of Zn at the place of Na should behave as a donor level, whereas
substitution of Zn at the place of Al should behave as an acceptor
level. Hence, [ZnNa]

+1 is expected to be the most stable defect
state near valence band, whereas [ZnAl]

−1 is to be themost stable
defect state near conduction band. Now for the case of scandium
(Sc) (electronic configuration [Ar]3d14s2), it has two electrons
more thanNa in the valence shell. Hence, replacingNa with Sc is
expected to be a donor level. Thus, [ScNa]

+2 should be the most
favorable configuration near valence band. However, Sc has
exactly the same number of valence electrons as Al does. This
clearly justifies the stability of [ScAl]

0. However, this situation is
intriguing if the dopant is having the possibility of possessing
multiple valency due to the presence of excess number of valence
electrons in its d-orbital. This is the case for nickel (Ni:
electronic configuration [Ar]3d84s2), palladium (Pd: electronic
configuration [Kr]4d10) and titanium (Ti: electronic config-
uration [Ar]3d24s2), where substitution of Na with +2 charge
state is favored when the material is highly p-doped. Otherwise,
substitution of Al is favored with +1, −1, and −2 charge states
depending on the value of μe. From the formation energy
diagram as shown in Figure 5, we infer that substitution of early
TMs (viz. Sc, Ti, and Ni) is energetically more favorable as
compared to late TMs (viz. Zn, Cd, and Pd).
Position of Charge Transition Level ϵ(±) Due to the

External TM Dopants and Its Effect on Self-Diffusion of
H-Related Defects. Note that while estimating the concen-

trations of charged defects, they are usually governed by charge
neutrality condition

q C n n 0
i

i i e h∑ × − + =
(9)

Referring to eq 6, Ci is the concentration of the ith defect.
Thus, the first term of the above equation is the net charge due to
all possible defects, which should be compensated by the free
carriers (either electrons or holes) present in the material. ne and
nh are the concentration of electrons and holes in the conduction
band and valence band, respectively. Because NaAlH4 is a wide-
band-gap semiconductor, the concentrations of free carriers are
usually very small. Therefore, the charge neutrality condition is
satisfied by incorporation of various defects with opposite
charges. In view of this, it is more relevant to see those point
defects and dopants that create defect levels deep in the band
gap. This causes the resulting μe (Fermi-level) position to be
neither close to CBm nor VBM. This further justifies the reason
of neglecting the terms ne and nh to be ∼zero in eq 9. Note that
the defects with lowest ΔG are the highest in C. These are the
dominant Cis in eq 9. We now define the thermodynamic
transition state, ϵ(±), as the position of Fermi-level (i.e., a
specific value of μe), at which positive and negative charged
defect states have equalΔG values. If there are no dopants added
in NaAlH4, the μe position is determined by the intrinsic defects
(viz. [VH]

q and [IH]
q). The value of μe

int is therefore 3.32 eV at 0
K and 3.40 eV at 300 K (see Figure 1). At this value of μe

int, the
ΔG values of most stable defect configurations become equal. As
described in refs 23 and 39, the presence of extrinsic impurities
alters the value of μe, which as a consequence affects the stability
and diffusion of intrinsic H-related defects.
In Table 2, we have givenΔμe(=ϵ(±)− μe

int) values for all the
considered doping configurations. From the amount by which μe

is shifted for a particular dopant, we can qualitatively estimate
the effect of that dopant on the reaction kinetics. If the shift in μe,
that is, Δμe > 0, or say, is shifted toward right, the ΔG of the
predominant intrinsic impurity will decrease in the presence of
that particular dopant. This will increase the concentration and
hence the self-diffusion of intrinsic impurity. Thus, that doping
configuration can be considered suitable for improving the
reaction kinetics in the material. On the contrary, ifΔμe < 0 for a

Table 2. Table of Δμe = ϵ(±) − μe
int in (eV) Values at

Temperatures 0 and 300 K for Various Doping
Configurationsa

Δμe (eV)

type of dopants T = 0 K T = 300 K

CdAl −1.99 −2.07
CdNa −0.30 −0.38
ZnAl −2.02 −2.10
ZnNa −0.38 −0.46
ScAl −0.97 −1.05
ScNa 0.54 0.46
NiAl −0.05 −0.13
NiNa −0.37 −0.45
PdAl −0.43 −0.51
PdNa −0.83 −0.91
TiAl 0.00 −0.08
TiNa 0.27 0.19

aTMAl and TMNa denote TM doped at position of Al and Na,
respectively, where TM = Cd, Zn, Sc, Ni, Pd, Ti.
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dopant, that dopant is not considered to be a suitable choice in
order to improve the reaction kinetics. In Figure 5, we have
shown vertical dashed lines to highlight the positions of μe for
different doping configurations (see the red colored lines for
TMAl defects and blue colored line for TMNa defects). From
Table 2, we can conclude that the most favorable choice of
dopant in view of improving reaction kinetics in NaAlH4 at
realistic environmental conditions may be ScNa, TiNa, and TiAl.
However, from our analysis, TiNa is expected to be a better
choice than TiAl at the operational environmental conditions of
the material. We see that at 300 K μe of TiAl shifts toward left
(Δμe < 0), which makes it an unsuitable doping configuration at
realistic conditions (T = 300 K, pH2

= 1 atm). Therefore, from
Table 2, we can conclude that the most favorable choice of
dopant in view of improving reaction kinetics in NaAlH4 at
realistic environmental conditions may be ScNa and TiNa.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have tried to understand the role of charged
defect in TM-doped complex metal hydrides at a realistic
condition using DFT combined with ab initio atomistic
thermodynamics. Our choice of materials is NaAlH4a
prototypical system for hydrogen storage material. We show
that the role of environmental effect is extremely important so
that DFT with reasonable ϵxc functional fails to capture the
correct stable phases even at moderately low temperatures.
From our analysis, we find [VH] is the most abandoned defect in
NaAlH4 at a realistic condition. We have also given a thorough
methodological procedure to find the most suitable TM dopant
for a better desorption in NaAlH4. We show that for TM
substitution, Na-site in NaAlH4 is more suitable from the
perspective of having enhanced self-diffusion due to H-related
defects. Finally, we correlate why Sc and Ti are supposed to be
the best dopants for this system.
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